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ABSTRACT

In this position paper, we review different techniques used
for studying the home, describing what the purposes of the
methods are and how they can apply to learning about
home networking. We will then describe the study we plan
to conduct to examine our two questions in greater detail.
Our study builds on previous work examining the
complexity of home networking [10]. We will outline our
approach and conclude with remarks about approaches to
gathering data about home networking.

Visions of domestic computing often imply the presence
of a home network that seamlessly connects devices
together and allows applications to share media within the
home or with others connected to the Internet. We have
not yet reached the stage where this scenario is
straightforward for the average consumer who may not be
technology savvy. To realize this vision, we need to make
home networks usable for the average user by
understanding which devices users want to connect
together and why. Furthermore, we need to understand
how problem solving occurs when devices do not connect
together or to the Internet. We review different techniques
for studying the home; highlighting the aspects that pertain
to understanding home networking. Next, we describe our
upcoming project which builds on previous work
investigating the complexities of home networking. We
outline our approach and conclude with alternative
suggestions for learning more about home networking.

PREVIOUS APPROACHES FOR STUDYING THE HOME

In the last few years, the home has become an increasingly
important site for research investigation. Studies of the
home fall, broadly speaking, into two categories: studies of
computer usage in the home, and studies of the home to
inform computer application design [10]. Studies of
computer usage in the home have looked at a variety of
questions, such as what internet activities dominate home
life [3]. The other broad group of studies have explored
the home as a location of human activity and interaction,
and using results from these studies, have proposed a
series of application insights [7].
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Despite topical differences, one common feature many of
these studies share is an emphasis on qualitative,
sometimes ethnographic, data . The advantages of this
method when used in settings like the workplace are that
you observe activities in situ [2]. However, with the home
often being seen as a private haven for its occupants, using
ethnography is not straightforward. Consequently, we
examined a variety of techniques and theoretical
approaches that have been employed in previous studies of
the home to see what they might offer for our own
qualitative work.
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INTRODUCTION

Many of the visions of domestic computing imply the
presence of a home network that connects devices together
and allows applications to share media within the home
and with others connected to the wider internet. Indeed,
there is already a plethora of devices that exist in the home
from computers, televisions, personal video recorders such
as TiVo, radios, iPods that the average user would like to
connect together. Yet, despite this desire, consumer reports
suggest that consumers are struggling to network their
devices because of the complexity of today’s solutions [1].

In the rest of this section we describe four types of
ethnographic methods and theory that have been applied to
the home setting. Three groupings, as identified by
Rodden and Benford [14] are ethnographic studies of
routines in the home, longitudinal studies of the home, and
design based approaches exploring culture in the home.
We have added a fourth grouping that provides a particular
methodological focus, the use of touring approaches. We
describe examples of each of these studies below,
highlighting how they apply to studying home networks.

Clearly, if we are to realize many of the posited benefits of
domestic computing we need to make networking usable
for home users. We believe that this begins by asking two
critical questions. First, we need to understand which
devices people want to connect together and why. Second,
we are also interested in determining how people cope
with problems occurring as a result of trying to connect
several devices together or to the Internet, one of the many
challenges associated with computing in the home [8].
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Ethnographic Studies of Home Routines

Ethnographic studies of the home were among the first
HCI studies to explore the role of technologies at home.
For example, O’Brien et al. [13] conducted an
ethnographic study of the deployment of a set-top box. In
addition to uncovering problems for end-users related to
the storage of media, they also explored the role of
television viewing in the home and how that interacted
with people’s use of space in the home. Studies such as
this, and others including Tolmie et al. [16] have identified
the routines of home life, and the place of technology in
shaping those patterns.
Another line of research sought to identify where to locate
devices and technologies to augment home activities by
identifying routines of communication. Crabtree et al. [7]
present 3 concepts to help designers situate ubiquitous
computing applications in the home and to ground design
of technologies for the home; ecological habitats, activity
centers and coordinate displays.
These 3 criteria describe the places where communications
in the home are accomplished and highlight routines
whereby communication is coordinated and action is
undertaken as a result. Participants were asked to
videotape places of communication and these places were
mapped onto diagrams of the home. The study revealed
interesting results about where people place artifacts to
communicate.
Taylor and Swan [15] build upon the work of Crabtree et
al. [7] by extending the ideas above into the concept of an
organizing system. An organizing system organizes
households and schedules but also shapes the social
relations in families, By examining the material properties
of informational artifacts and how assemblies of artifacts
make up an organizing system, one can inform design for
technologies for the home.
The results of these studies provide an important
foundation for our own work. Specifically, they highlight
the organizational aspects of family life, and the routines
of communications. By being aware of the types of
routines and interactions device integration might support,
we can better understand the context in which home
networking occurs and the motivations for why people
might want to connect devices together.
Longitudinal Studies in the Home

Another set of studies used empirical methods to gather
longitudinal data about the use of technologies in the
home. Anderson et al. [3] describe a year long study that
assessed various data capture techniques such as surveys,
time use diaries and interviews. They also gave
participants disposable cameras to take photographs of
their products, household artifacts and household
members. Use of multiple methods was critical because it
allowed the researchers to cross check behaviors reported
in the questionnaires with the time use diaries for instance.

More interestingly, from our perspective, the photographs
that participants took provided a qualitative view into the
participant’s lives without requiring a researcher to be
present.
Clearly, longitudinal data takes significant time to collect,
which of course provides significant power. However,
what makes these studies particularly interesting for our
own research is the techniques that supplemented the main
data recording techniques. The use of a variety of probes
allowed the researchers to complement their statistical data
with a host of rich examples of technologies in use. In the
next two sections, we describe further types of
methodological probes that have allowed researchers to
explore the home in other studies.
Examining the Culture of the Home

The third branch of studies examines different cultures and
ideas of home. Bell et al. [4] stress that in order to
understand how users experience technologies, researchers
need to uncover the social and cultural meaning of
technology. In other words, one needs to know what a
product means to a user and what it means in particular
cultural contexts as well as its broad impacts on the social
and global environments.
One method to sensitize home research to different
cultures is to use cultural probes as proposed by Gaver et
al. [9] which are designed to elicit information about the
culture of a particular design environment. Cultural probes
are packages of various items such as postcards,
disposable cameras and other materials. The probes are not
explicitly used to inform design but to understand the
culture of the design space from the perspective of the
people one is designing, revealing their needs and desires.
A similar method is described in Hutchinson et al. [11].
They extend the concept of the cultural probe to that of a
technology probe. A technology probe involves installing
a technology into a real use context and observing its use
over time. This probe is used to involve families more in
the design process, to refine design and inspire new ideas
for technologies. Both types of probes will provide insight
into how culture affects technology use in the home.
Finally, Bell et al. [5] describe how to defamiliarize
oneself with the home in order to see it with fresh eyes and
to reinterpret our views of everyday objects. Bell and her
colleagues describe studies of American, British, and
Asian homes from this viewpoint to highlight issues that
arise when designing for the home.
Culture operates at a variety of levels. In some of these
studies, culture has been examined as something that
shapes different nations - however people’s cultural
identity can be shaped by many sources, not just where
they live, but what cultural traditions have come to shape
their daily existence. In terms of our own research, probes
have an important role to play once we have come to
understand more about the domain. Given their ability to

current home networking solutions. Yet, currently little is
empirically known about the sources of complexity as well
as the integration desires of end-users. An early empirical
investigation [10] highlighted some of the issues that home
networks present including the difficulty with set up and
maintenance, the mis-match between individuality and
collectivity as embedded in the network versus those
boundaries in the family, and administrative problems
running the systems.

open up design directions, we think that they have utility
for home networking, but first we see the need to explore
the problems so that we can apply these probes more
creatively in the future.
Touring the Home

A final methodological approach that has influenced our
thinking is the idea of touring the home. A home tour has
the interesting property of allowing the participants to
determine what the researchers will see within the home,
while preserving participants’ privacy. Home tours have
been used in a variety of home studies.

However, this study represents a first step to exploring this
area in much greater depth and many questions remain.
For example, we think that there is much more to learn
about how people comprehend their home networks. We
are exploring a range of techniques inspired by these
previous studies that allow us to explore people’s mental
models of home networks. We will continue to leverage
the sketch-based probe inspired by previous studies, and
we seek to develop this further to capture a greater variety
of information.

For example, Mateas et al. [12] visited about 10
households around dinner time and asked to be given a
home tour to gather preliminary ideas about how
technologies were used in the home. After the tour, they
encouraged participants to discuss a typical day in their
household using props to facilitate recall.
Blythe and Monk [6] used a technology biography which
extends the methods used by Mateas and his colleagues.
Aside from a home tour, they also asked last time
questions about the last time something happened and the
critical incident method; asking about one particular event
of interest. Additionally, they collected a personal history
from each participant, guided speculation on future
developments and asked participants to nominate three
ideas or wishes for products participants want to see.

Previously we identified a tension between notions of
collective action among families, and how those came into
conflict with individuality embedded in devices. Again,
we began to identify examples, but we strongly believe
that others exist. Our continued work will search for these
additional examples, through the use of our interview
guide and home tour.
Finally, we also believe that troubleshooting is an area of
much promise. We would like determine how the average
user arrives at a solution to resolve network problems. By
examining the paths followed to resolve an issue, we hope
to form a picture of how people view their home networks
components and their relationships. We seek to explore
this further in future studies.

Home tours have much utility for studies of home
networking. Sufficiently complex networks are spread
around the house, and as previous work has already shown
are often less connected than visions of domestic
networking might imply. The home tour allowed the
researchers to access a variety of nodes, and questioning
participants while in the presence of these technologies
allowed them to inspect the devices for answers [10]. For
studying how people use their home networks, using
elements of the home tours described above also allows
the researchers to learn more about the location of
different devices in the home.

ALTERNATIVE DATA GATHERING APPROACHES

APPLYING THIS TO HOME NETWORKS AND HOME
MEDIA DESIGN

In addition to being focused on the collection of data from
this study, we are also concerned to explore the
development of methods to study the home and contribute
to the growing literature about how to gather and analyze
home data. Although not the primary thrust of our current
work, we have begun to think about other methodological
and theoretical approaches to understanding the home.

Home Networks – What are people doing, why are they
doing it and how do they solve problems?

Methodologically speaking, another way to find out how
people are connecting up devices is to instrument the
devices or technologies to log usage statistics. This
method would also allow researchers to check reported
usage of devices with real usage. We could also use probes
to get another perspective on the mental models people
build up of their networks. For example, these probes
could consist of disposable cameras, where participants
would be tasked with taking pictures of things that
frustrate them. These pictures might uncover problems
with the network.

We have only touched on a few of the approaches used in
the past for data gathering in the home. For our upcoming
study, we will build upon the work by Grinter et al [10].
Specifically, we will draw on the results and methods used
in a variety of these previous works to explore a new area
of research within the home, that of improving home
networking. In the rest of this section, we describe our
planned study (which we hope to have preliminary results
from by the time of this workshop).

Workshops such as this one demonstrate a growing
interest in solving the empirical challenges presented by

For conducting studies in the home, gaining the
participants trust may be an issue that warrants further
3

discussion. For instance, when one instruments devices to
collect statistics, it may be pertinent to show the
participants sample data or allow them to inspect the data
collected to be assured that no personally identifiable or
incriminating data is being harvested. To some degree,
trust may not be a barrier particularly when a participant
has already agreed to have a researcher visit them in their
home since this already requires a degree of trust. To hold
that trust, it is up to the researcher to ensure that the
participant in the home, their private sanctuary, never feels
that inviting a researcher in means ceding control of her
environment to this outsider.
In addition to methodology, it is important to open up the
theoretical space of the home. Methods of collection and
analysis are closely coupled with theoretical stances.
Making these explicit, and discussing what these bring to
studies of the home, as well as what they omit, is essential,
not just for studies of home networking, but for domestic
work generally. In our own work, we are considering a
variety of theoretical lenses.
CONCLUSION

In order to make home networks usable, we need to
understand how users view these networks, which devices
they want to connect together and why. We also need to
understand how users solve problems that occur with their
home networks. In this paper, we have described several
approaches for gathering data on the home and technology
use. For our upcoming study, we feel aspects of these
methods are useful and we have described how they have
informed our own approach. In the workshop, we would
like to discuss other ideas for gathering information on
home networking. This will allow us to better inform the
design of home networking devices, applications and
services with the goal of making home networks usable for
the average consumer. We will also share any preliminary
results we have from this round of study.
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